THINGS TO KNOW BEFORE YOU VISIT

JAIL CORE (209) 468-4295
SOUTH JAIL (209) 468-4676
HONOR FARM (209) 468-4384

NO PHOTOS MAY BE TAKEN DURING VISITS, CELLULAR PHONES ARE PROHIBITED IN VISITING VIOLATIONS MAY RESULT IN CRIMINAL CHARGES AND/OR VISIT PRIVILEGE REVOCATION

- Visiting hours:
  - 8:00 am – 5:00 pm Monday, Tuesday, Thursday, Friday, Saturday and Sunday
  - 8:00 am – 7:00 pm Wednesdays

- Signing up for a visit:
  - You MUST SIGN UP AT LEAST ONE HALF HOUR PRIOR TO THE NEXT AVAILABLE VISIT
  - All sign-ups are on a first come first serve basis until all rooms have been reserved
  - A max of three people are allowed per visit, this includes children and babies

- Am I allowed to visit?
  - All prior San Joaquin County Jail inmates must wait a minimum of 30 days before visiting
  - All persons previously convicted of a felony or currently on AWP may not visit without prior authorization from the facility manager
  - All persons on active parole or wearing an ankle monitor should check with their parole/probation officer before visiting

- How long can I visit?
  - Each visit is 45 minutes long. NO EXCEPTIONS.
  - Over staying during a visit may result in loss of visit privileges
  - If a visitor exits the visiting room once the visit has started, the visit will be terminated

- How many visits do inmates receive a week?
  - Each inmate receives two visits a week. Starting on Monday and ending Sunday
  - Visitors may only visit once per day, even if it is at a different location within San Joaquin County Jail

- Who can sign up for visits and what required identification do I need?
  - Adults:
    - Driver’s license/identification card from any state
    - Temporary (paper) licenses will only be allowed with original hard copy of the issued temporary license & the corresponding expired/invalid license with photo or other acceptable forms of photo ID
    - Military ID
    - Immigration & Naturalization card
    - Permanent resident ID with photo
    - Mexican Matricula Consular ID card
    - Passport
• Any person under age 18:
  • May visit **only** when accompanied by their **parent or legal guardian.**
  • Must have the **ORIGINAL** birth certificate from the county the minor was born in for each visit.
  • Guardians must provide the **ORIGINAL** court order for each visit.

• **Is there a dress code for visits?**
  • Dress to meet the constraints of an institutional setting
    • Attire should be conservative and not too revealing
    • Visiting Officers have the final determination of dress standards
    • Those who fail to comply with dress codes will be **excluded from visiting**
      • Unacceptable attire:
        o Sexually suggestive, provocative, sheer or “see through” clothing
        o Sleeveless, strapless, halter, spaghetti straps, swim suits or bare midriff clothing
        o Pajamas or slippers/house shoes
        o Undergarments must not be visible
        o Shorts or skirts exposing more than three inches above the knee (including slits)
        o “Gang” related attire or color such as hats, belts, bandanas, shoes, sportswear...
        o Attire displaying obscene or offensive language, drawings, or images
        o An article of clothing in poor repair, torn, ripped or shredded clothing
        o No coats or jackets
        o No hooded apparel
  • All visitors shall be fully clothed: NO SAGGING
  • All visitors shall wear shoes
  • Visitors are **NOT ALLOWED** to remove any article of clothing during the visit.
    o Doing so would violate the dress code standards, terminating the visit